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9 Strategies for Memorable Five things Gen Z creators
want brands to do more of
Advertising When Your
on social
Audience Is Chronically
Distracted

Facebook cracking down
on ads with clickbait
headlines, sensationalized
language

The importance of data in
brand storytelling

Attention spans have never been

Gen Z – the elusive generation of digital

In May 2017, Facebook announced it was

Storytelling in marketing is usually assumed

shorter, and consumers never have had

natives that are consuming more online

doing more to demote ads that included

to be driven by empathy and emotion

so many options. You need a smart

content than previous generations, whilst

shocking, disruptive or malicious content.

rather than data and analysis.

strategy to rise above the noise. The

simultaneously being more selective

On Wednesday, the company announced it

However, when it comes to creating

advertising industry is big. In fact, when

about which platforms they invest their

was expanding its efforts in this area by

compelling stories, data plays an important

all the numbers from 2017 are tallied,

time with – know ‘good’ and ‘bad’

further reducing distribution of — or

role. According to the interviewees in

advertising spending in the United

content.

disapproving — low quality ads. Marketers

Econsultancy’s Storytelling for Marketers

using less than credible ad content will

report, which included a number of senior

States is projected to reach $207 billion.
However, research shows that 64

With this in mind, how can brands ensure

need to reconsider their strategy as their

practitioners and experts, there is a lot

percent of people find ads annoying or

they are noticed and not ignored?

ads will continue to get less and less play —

more work to be done in using data for the

intrusive. A whopping 92 percent of

or be removed. Here’s a look at what’s

purpose of storytelling.

online ads aren’t even noticed.

changing.
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Customers are more loyal
to companies that are
transparent on social
media

Porsche revs up social
strategy with wedding
stunt

3 marketing leaders explain
how to cut through the
noise with 6-second
bumper ads

10 examples of great
fashion marketing
campaigns

Consumers expect more transparency

Porsche's "Sportscar Together"

How do you capture someone’s attention

Fashion marketing campaigns tend to be

from businesses than they do from

campaign that features couples

in a matter of seconds? It might sound like a

creative, sometimes controversial, but

politicians, friends, or even themselves.

expressing their love for the car brand is

complex creative challenge, but the brands

always at the forefront of what’s cool.

A majority of consumers are demanding

showcasing a real couple getting

on the latest YouTube Bumpers

Whether or not the clothes are

transparency from businesses, according

married in the backseat of a speeding

Leaderboard — which features this year’s

wearable… well, that’s beside the point.

to a recent report from social media

Cayenne sports car. The real-life

most-watched six-second bumper ads from

Here are a few of my favourites from

company Sprout Social.

wedding took place on a racetrack at

across the globe — have it figured out.

over the past few years.

The Social Media and the Evolution of

the Porsche Experience Center in

So what’s the secret to their success, and

We’re always writing about Nike on the

Transparency report (free, registration

Atlanta, the company announced in a

how can other marketers learn from them?

blog, and with a back catalogue that

required) surveyed 1,000 US consumers

blog post. The stunt wedding, organized

To find out, we spoke with three industry

reflects its strong brand identity, there’s

and found that an overwhelming number

in partnership with The New York Times'

leaders who helped create some of the six-

a good reason why.

(86 percent) think it’s more important

T Brand Studio, will appear on Porsche's

second bumper ads featured in the

2015’s ‘Better for It’ campaign is one of

than ever before for businesses to be

social media channels...

leaderboard.

the most memorable in recent years.

transparent.
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